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100+ Years of Food Technology
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Since the turn of the 20th century, 
food science and technology have 
been a part of American food 
culture to protect and enhance 
consumers’ lives
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Contemporary 
Food Values



57%

68%

72%

78%

Contemporary consumers are spending more on foods for H+W, 
sustainability and social reasons, especially early adopters

Food Approaches and Values
% describes me perfectly/somewhat

70%

80%

81%

88%

I often pay more to buy foods/ 
drinks that are better for me

I often pay more to buy foods/drinks that 
are better for the environment or workers
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Total

Food Early adopter

Tech Early adopter

Both Food and 
Tech early adopter
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The call for a healthier food system is NOW

We’ve set a baseline now that Food Matters.

A confluence of factors (generation, tech, capital markets) is encouraging consumers to say 
“I want different food choices”:

It’s about seeing the opportunities within the challenges with offerings that are:

More compassionate More humane More diverse More inclusive HealthierMore responsible

I want different
proteins

I want holistic
plant-based foods

I want responsibly
grown meat

I want more 
accountability

from companies
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I want to understand 
how food affects

my body
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And it starts with soil health: Rethinking our food chain with 
regenerative agriculture

The state of our soil impacts everything from human health to climate change. As more stakeholders begin to 
understand how rebuilding soil and biodiversity can protect our future food systems, more resources will be 

diverted into transitioning overused landscapes. 

Why Regenerative Agriculture?
• Improves the land, not just 

sustaining status quo

• Rejects pesticides, herbicides and 
fertilizers

• Increases biodiversity

• Enriches soil

• Improves water cycles

Works to reverse climate change by 
drawing down C02

Marketplace Examples
• Patagonia Provisions buffalo jerky, 

organic mussels, Long Root Ale, 
savory seeds

• Dr. Bronner’s coconut oil

• White Leaf Provisions baby food

Why Carbon Ranching?
• Beyond grass-fed

• Sequesters carbon in the soil

• Includes managed intensive 
rotational grazing, compost 
application and tree planting 

It’s about flavor up and carbon down
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Sustainable agriculture is not a question of sacrifice, but of 
deliciousness

“There is an emerging, exciting 
passionate group of eaters who 
don’t want to settle for food that’s 
processed or food that’s tasteless. 
And when you pursue great flavor 
you also pursue great ecology and 
better nutrition.”

-Chef Dan Barber
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Row 7 Seed Company: built by 
chefs and plant breeders who 
believe flavor can succeed 
where commodification has 
failed

“Too often, breeders are asked 
to select for yield, shelf life 
and uniformity at the expense 
of good food, nutrition and 
our environment. What if, 
instead, we started with 
what’s delicious?”
— The Row 7 Team

Plant breeders just may be the new rock stars of the food world
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But, CRISPR technology may go too far

CRISPR can address food system challenges, 
from pollution to hunger

First iteration GMOs came with increased use 
of herbicides such as glyphosate (probable 
carcinogen) 

Progressive consumers believe these to be 
potential problems masquerading as solutions

9

of consumers report buying 
more non-GMO products than 

a year ago1

35%
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First-wave GMOs have led to mainstream glyphosate concerns

Glyphosate Residue Free seal will be on 
wellness consumers’ radar:

• Exposure associated with increased risk of 
cancer, kidney disease and damage to our 
microbiome1

• Environmental Working Group (EWG) found 
glyphosate in a number of conventional and 
natural oat-based breakfast cereals marketed 
to kids

• The Detox Project is currently certifying 
products testing free of glyphosate

• Oats, wheat and pea protein crops are of most 
concern

10

59%

21%

Awareness and Avoidance 
Glyphosate

- Total -

Aware Avoiding

+4 pts

+3 pts

Significant change from 2018
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Generally, consumers continue to look for signs of minimal processing and 
natural ingredients and, increasingly, social justice and worker welfare cues

Purchase Criteria 
I look for foods and beverages that…

Describes me well/somewhat

78%

71%

69%

69%

66%

64%

63%

61%

59%

56%

55%

53%

52%

49%

46%

40%

Are good for my heart

Are minimally processed

Contain only ingredients I recognize

Are locally grown or produced

Have the shortest list of ingredients

Have added vitamins and minerals

Help lower my cholesterol

Are hormone-free

Are antibiotic-free
Are endorsed by health organizations

I recognize
Are non-GMO certified

Are labeled 'organic'

Are grass-fed (animal products)

Are fair trade certified

Are cooperatively produced

Are heritage or heirloom

(+6%)

(+4%)

(+4%)
(+6%)

(+4%)

(+5%)

(+4%)

(+6%)
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Weighing 
the Future



Lab

Require less 
explanation of 

motivations

Require more 
explanation of 

motivations

Kitchen

Consumers evaluate food production innovations according to 
four overlapping arenas

Field Factory
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Veggie burgers/ 
plant-based 

milk
“Traditional” vegetarian 

cuisine

Hydroponic 
agriculture

Cellular agriculture (meat 
and dairy)

Insect protein

Plant-based cheese 
alternatives

GMO crops

Beyond Meat/
Impossible

Burger

GMO salmon

Nano-fortification

Blended burger

Vegan/vegetarian fine dining 
(culinary culture)

Regenerative 
agriculture

Organic 
farming

Big Food/
established CPG 

(R&D)
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Innovative Food Production Methods
Awareness and Interest

“Field” and “kitchen” innovations are most appealing, while 
those that are more clearly “lab-based” are least attractive

72%

54%

46%

44%

46%

28%

25%

24%

Hydroponic farming 

Regenerative agriculture

Cellular agriculture

Nutrient fortification 
using nanotechnology

Awareness

71%

64%

48%

54%

52%

45%

28%

33%

Purchase Intent
AwareKnow a lot/little about it OpenVery/somewhat interested
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Attitudes toward Agriculture, Science, Technology, and Food
% agree strongly/somewhat

Food innovation judgments are rooted in competing cultural 
narratives around the return to Eden and scientific progress
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66%

65%

60%

54%

64%

58%

56%

52%

I want my food to be as natural as possible

We need to go back to more traditional ways of growing our food 
in order to heal the environment

Food that is more natural is also 
more environmentally sustainable

Modern industrial agriculture has made our 
food less healthy and less humane

We need to find ways to meet society’s nutritional needs with 
fewer resources like energy, water, or carbon

Scientific and technological innovations
can make food more sustainable

Science and technology is our best hope 
to address climate change

Scientific and technological innovations 
can make food more healthy

Progress through Science/Tech

Return to Eden/Fall from Grace
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Progressive consumers are no less divided; they feel drawn to 
both past and progress even more strongly

66%

65%

60%

54%

64%

58%

56%

52%

I want my food to be as natural as possible

We need to go back to more traditional ways of growing our food 
in order to heal the environment

Food that is more natural is also 
more environmentally sustainable

Modern industrial agriculture has made our 
food less healthy and less humane

We need to find ways to meet society’s nutritional needs with 
fewer resources like energy, water, or carbon

Scientific and technological innovations
can make food more sustainable

Science and technology is our best hope 
to address climate change

Scientific and technological innovations 
can make food more healthy

Progress through Science/Tech

Return to Eden/Fall from Grace
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Attitudes toward Agriculture, Science, Technology, and Food
Among self-described early adopters

% agree strongly/somewhat

TechFood Food+Tech

Indexed to Total
Early adopters of…
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Ultimately, consumers weigh a range of factors to determine 
what is morally acceptable among food tech innovations

Acceptability of Science and 
Technology in Food

Cultural
Tolerability

Have science and 
technology crossed un-
crossable lines, changed 

too much? Made 
something weird or 
unnatural? “Played 

God”? Benefit
Is this likely to 
benefit me? Or 

society? How great 
is the benefit?

Risk
Is this likely to cause 

harm to me? To 
society? How great is 

that harm? Is it 
irreversible? 

Producer
Motivation
Are the people 

behind the product 
motivated by making 

the world a better 
place? Or are they 
focused on profit?

Control
Is this product 

something in which 
I have a choice or is 
it being forced upon 

me? Who is 
regulating it?

Transparency
Is it clear how it was 

made, why it was 
made that way, and its 

pros and cons?

Do the 
ends 

justify the 
means?
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Early adopters show greater knowledge about food innovations
Innovative Food Production Methods – Knowledge

% know a lot/a little

Hydroponic 
farming 

Regenerative 
agriculture

Cellular 
agriculture

Nutrient fortification 
using nanotechnology
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Greater awareness of food innovations seems to translate to 
higher levels of interest 

Innovative Food Production Methods – Purchase Interest
% already buy/very interested/somewhat interested

19

Hydroponic 
farming

Regenerative 
agriculture

Cellular 
agriculture

Nutrient fortification 
using nanotechnology
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Implications



The extent to which consumers continue to 
embrace technology in food production is 
unknown.

We are well past the era of “If you build it, 
they will come,” so innovations need to 
withstand the question, “Do the ends justify 
the means?”

Food Tech and Consumers
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The natural and organic marketplace has 
enjoyed strong growth for the past 20 years 
as consumers have flocked to N/O options in 
search of fresh, real and less processed foods 
and beverages.

New food technologies that offer wellness 
and sustainability benefits may threaten 
continued growth. 

N/O brands will need to rethink — and 
perhaps reposition — themselves, given new 
solutions to the ills of industrialized food 
production in the U.S.

Food Tech and Natural/Organic Brands
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AgTech and BioTech companies could be the 
future of food production in the U.S., but 
tech innovations alone will not assure 
success.

Food culture savvy will be critical as 
consumers and culture will bend, but 
innovations that “break” the boundaries of 
cultural acceptability will not be embraced 
regardless of the benefits offered.

Food and Technology Companies
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CPG companies have long-standing expertise 
in food science and technology that create 
wonderfully tasty products. This heritage will 
be useful as consumers relax or reimagine 
their standards around “processed” foods 
while maintaining expectations for great 
taste.

Defending this expertise may be required as 
the biotech industry eyes claiming the future 
of food, and perhaps strategic across-industry 
partnerships may be the strongest path 
toward growth.

Traditional CPG Companies 
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As the line between procurement and 
consumption continues to blur, retailers will 
consider new in-store food technologies to 
enhance safety, freshness and personalized 
nutrition.

Enhancing online discovery of new 
innovations will also be a high priority.

Food Tech and Retail
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Q&A
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ABOUT THE HARTMAN GROUP

The Hartman Group is the premier food and beverage consultancy in the world. Companies and brands across all segments of the food and 
beverage industry benefit from our unparalleled depth of knowledge on consumers, culture, trends and demand-side market strategy. We 
listen closely to understand our clients’ business challenges and tailor solutions that deliver transformative results. Through a unique suite 
of integrated custom, primary research capabilities, market analytics, and business strategy services, we uncover opportunity spaces and 
avenues for growth. We deliver more compelling insights that fuel inspiration and ideas for innovation.

Shelley Balanko, Ph.D., SVP

The Hartman Group
3150 Richards Road, Ste. 200 Bellevue, WA 98005
Tel (425) 452 0818 Fax (425) 452 9092
shelley@hartman-group.com 
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